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Technical information

Junckers Ultra Matt lacquered parquet floors
All Junckers solid parquet floors are factory-lacquered with several layers of hardwearing
Junckers Isolacquer, which seals the wood's surface.
Cleaning
Routine cleaning may be carried out by vacuum-cleaning or wiping with a firmly wrung out
cloth or Junckers Mop Kit.
Heavily soiled floors should be cleaned using a solution of Junckers Neutralizer. Water
should be used sparingly. Always damp clean only. Never use detergent cleaning agents.
Floors that have been newly lacquered should not be cleaned for 3 days after lacquering.
Marks from shoe polish or similar can be removed using white spirit or mineral turpentine.
Before resealing
Junckers Ultra Matt lacquered parquet floors are easily maintained in the long term using
Junckers High Performance COMMERCIAL Ultra Matt lacquer. We do not advise the use of
wax or polish.
Before resealing, the floor should be cleaned using Junckers Cleaner (2 dl to 8-10 litres of
water). This neutralises any remnants of Junckers Neutralizer. Light abrasion of the surface
is then carried out. Any knots and minor damage can be filled with Junckers coloured wood
fillers.
Important!
Read the instructions on the back of the packaging carefully before lacquering.

After lacquering
The lacquer is dry to the touch after approx. 4 hours at room temperature and can be used
after 8 to 12 hours. Full cure is achieved after 3 days. The floor should not therefore be
washed or have rugs fitted for the first few days. Use felt pads under furniture legs to protect the floor.
Treating worn or untreated floors
Prime untreated or sanded floors with Junckers Oil Based Sealer After a minimum of 6
hours, lightly sand the floor with a 120 grit sanding mesh or sandpaper.
Final treatment:
The floor is then sealed twice with Junckers High Performance Commercial Ultra Matt lacquer with an interval of at least 4 hours between coats.
Maintaining Junckers Ultra Matt floors
After prior neutralisation with Junckers Floor Cleaner, the floor undergoes intermediate
polishing and lacquering using High Performance COMMERCIAL, Ultra Matt.
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Floors oiled with Junckers Rustic oil
Lacquering can only be carried out at the earliest, 3 weeks after the final oil treatment.
After initial neutralisation with Junckers Neutralizer, the floor is abrasive cleaned using a
black nylon pad. The floor can then be lacquered using Junckers High Performance COMMERCIAL Ultra Matt lacquer.
Lacquering with Junckers High Performance COMMERCIAL ultra Matt
This very matt floor lacquer is 2-component and before use both parts must be mixed together. The lacquer component must also be stirred before mixing with the hardener. Once
finally mixed together the mixture should be left to stand for 10 minutes, and then stirred
again before use.
The lacquer must be used within 2 hours of mixing.
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